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Lecture 2 
 
the d3 DSL 
  

Ras Bodik      Hack Your Language! 
CS164: Introduction to Programming  
Languages and Compilers, Fall 2014 

UC Berkeley 



Course grading 

Projects (PA1-6)  40% 

Homeworks (HW1-5) 15% 

Midterms   25% 

Final project  15% 

Class participation  5% 

 

Class participation: many alternatives 

– ask and answer questions during lectures or recitations,  

– discuss topics on piazza,  

– suggest clarification for posted course slides 
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Administrativia 

Ras’ Office Hours today: 11-11:30am in 562C Soda  
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Inspiration for your final project 

Quite a few final project build DSL for a music composition/notation 

 

Here is an example of a nice one, suitable even for live coding.  

 

Andrew Sorensen OSCON 2014 Keynote: "The Concert Programmer“ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yY1FSsUV-8c 
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Outline for today 

What’s in a DSL? 

Custom abstractions: types and their operations 

Two surprising DSL design lessons 

The simplicity of JSON and d3 

Key features of d3 

How a programming problem is solved with an abstraction 

What in JS makes d3 easy/hard to implement and use 

Discussion of dynamic vs static error checking 
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What’s in a DSL 

Let’s think of some example DSLs, and dissect them: 
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D3 gallery (https://github.com/mbostock/d3/wiki/Gallery) 
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Tutorials used in these slides 

Three Little Circles: http://bost.ocks.org/mike/circles/ 

Scales: http://alignedleft.com/tutorials/d3/scales 

 
By Mike Bostock 
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Your first programming assignment  

PA1: visualization of programming languages 

x: birth year of the language 

y: popularity measured as # repositories created  

 

We want to hide/show languages based on attributes 

Eg, functional, procedural 

 

Rescale the x, y axis as languages (dis)appear 

animate the languages during rescaling 
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The langauge data set  (JSON format) 

[{"name":"C++", 

 

 "year":1983, 

 

 "paradigms":["Object-oriented programming","Generic programming","Multi-
paradigm programming language","Procedural programming","Functional 
programming"], 

 

  "influenced":["D","C#","Dylan","Perl","PHP","Dao Language","Aikido 
Programming 
Language","LPC","Ferite","URBI","Lua","Vala","Blueprint","MivaScript","Sq
uirrel programming language","Corba IDL","Falcon","Felix programming 
language","Java","XL Programming Language","Pike programming 
language","UnrealScript","Ada","Python","Alpoca","Ruby","QUILL"], 

 

"nbRepos":"78327"}, 

 

… 
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Example animation: hide B, add C 

Before                                      After 
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First, let’s brainstorm on the “natural” design 

Assume we want a DSL for building bar charts 

Think of the DSL as a library, if that’s easier for you 

 

Key Q: what data types & operations might you want? 
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Protovis: a predecessor to d3 

Offers data types for “logical” elements such as: 

bars, wedges 

and a method ay to compose them into visualizations 

eg a panel of bar charts 

 

This is a very nice and natural solution.  But: 

 

It requires writing a translation from these data types 
to actual visual elements, such as SVG rectangles: 

- Implementation penalty (how to support new vis types?) 

- Performance penalty (translation is slow) 
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D3’s minimalistic idea 

Work directly with the browser’s visual elements 

e.g. SVG circles and rectangles, organized in the DOM 

 

Bind data directly to these browser elements! 

Not to the logical elements of the DSL (such as bars) 

 

Give access to these elements via the selection type 

A simple list of references to visual elements,  

(re)using CSS selector semantics  
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3 circles as “declarative data” 
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Programmatic modifications to circles 
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Anonymous functions per element  
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Binding Data 
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Visual appearance from bound data 
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Entering elements 
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Pattern: selectAll + data + enter + append 
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Removing elements 
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All together 
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Scaling “the axes” 

circles 

 .attr("cy", function(d) { return d.nbRepos; }) 

     .attr("cx", function(d) { return d.year; }) 

     .attr("r", r); 

 

How do we scale these nicely?  Let’s try to do a design. 
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D3 solution 

var yScale = d3.scale.log() 

    .domain([d3.min(langs, function(d) { return parseInt(d.nbRepos); }), 

                  d3.max(langs, function(d) { return parseInt(d.nbRepos); })]) 

     .range([h-r,r]); 

 

circles.attr("cy", function(d) { return yScale(d.nbRepos); }) 
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Dynamic types 

selection.append(“circle”) 

    .attr("r", function(d) { return 5; }) 

    .attr("r", 5); 
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Variable number of function arguments 

circles.enter().append("circle")  

 .attr("cy", function(d) { return d.nbRepos; }) 

 .attr("cx", function(d, i) { return d.year; }) 
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No static checks, but runtime errors  

var xScale = d3.scale.linear() 

     .domain([d3.min(languages, function(d) { return d.year; }), 

              d3.max(languages, function(d) { return d.year; })]) 

     .range([0,w]); 
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Another example of lack of checking 

// bug: the attribute is called width, not w 

var w = svg.attr("w");   

 

// w is null, yet no runtime error thrown  

scale.range([0,w]) 
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Implicit type conversion. When do they work? 

scale.domain([d3.min(languages, function(d) { return parseInt(d.nbRepos); }), 

                             d3.max(languages, function(d) { return d.nbRepos; })]) 
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